
Beginnings

Yes; I actually wore these in the 70’s



Acrylic on Foam Board

Painting inspired by the 

Eurythmics song Jennifer' 

Jennifer with your orange hair

Jennifer with your green eyes

Jennifer in your dress of deepest purple

Jennifer, where are you tonight?

Jennifer, where are you tonight?

Jennifer with your orange hair

Jennifer with your green eyes

Jennifer in your dress of deepest purple

Jennifer, where are you tonight?

Underneath the water

Underneath the water

Underneath the water

Jennifer with your orange hair

Jennifer with your green eyes

Jennifer in your dress of deepest purple

Jennifer, where are you tonight?

Jennifer, where are you tonight?





Acrylic on canvas

Acrylic / Felt Pen on Foam Board



Acrylic / Felt Pen on Foam Board



1970’s

Drawing 

rendered 

from 

photo in 

history 

book



1970’s



1970’s



1970’s

Working Cats



Sketchy at Best

All 
children 
are 
artists. 

How
to

remain 
an 
artist 

Once
they 
grow 
up. 

The 
problem 
is 





Scribbles







Doodle Fest

#1 #2 #3 #4 



Doodle Fest

#5 #8 #7 #6 



Doodle Fest

#9 #10 #11 #12 



#13 

Doodle Fest

#14 #15 #16 



Doodle Fest

#17 #18 #19 



Doodle Fest

#20 #21 #22 



Doodle Fest

#25 #24 #23 



Doodle Fest

#28 #27 #26 



Doodle Fest

#31 #30 #29 



Doodle Fest

#35 #34 #33 #32 



#37 





1987



1970’s



Portraits

CLO/JEN

Michelle / Self Snapshot





Nephews in Primary



Jody



Daisy



Melissa



Family 

Portrait



Grand Children

Niece / Nephew /Southwest



Susana, Gary, & Lena

3’ x 4’ Acrylic 







Process



Glass February 23 2013



A crow outside 
my window 
raucously 
called my 
name…pulling 
me from my 
peaceful 
slumber and 
back into the 
game



Plexiglas

December                                  

31, 2012

Front

Back

A crow outside my window raucously 

called my name…pulling me from my 

peaceful slumber and back into the 

game…



Birds 

on 

Glass





Front
Back

Painting on glass is opposite of painting on canvas, canvas traditionally you 

work from the background forward, whereas glass you start with the detail 

and work to background



Jessi Gaylord on Glass

Mixed Media










